
WRITE GOOD HISTORY ESSAY LEVEL

A-level history is all about writing essays. No matter how much you know, if you can't: write a good essay you will not do
well. Unfortunately, a good essay does.

By 'premise' is meant a point which is part of and essential to the argument of the essay. I do not deny that
writing can be a frictional process at the start. During our JC History Tuition , we conduct class discussions to
guide students through the reading process, by using example essay questions. You have already identified the
key words in the question â€” now is the time to use them. Do we have to consider short-term and long-term
successes? It must be entirely clear how your points fit into the argument: essays which meander around the
topic leaving the marker to join the dots to comprise an answer are not acceptable, since they fail to
demonstrate understanding. Or if you are asked to explain the successes of a particular individual, again avoid
writing the first thing that comes into your head. Now, in the final paragraph, you are the judge summing up
and pronouncing the verdict. Much will depend upon how confident you now feel about your argument.
Revising your Argument Inevitably, the previous stage will turn up things you hadn't thought of and books
with better things to say about the topic. This kind of introduction will grip readers, impress them and make
them want to know more. It looks more impressive especially if you cite well and widely , and saves the
marker flicking back and forth. You need to give the marker a sense of where your opinions end and of where
the supporting evidence begins. In the middle paragraph you are akin to a barrister arguing a case. Once you
have made your plan, you are ready to begin. If you have written your plan properly, you will know exactly
what your answer is going to be â€” this is not something that should be decided while you are writing your
essay. You only have a limited amount of space or time, so think about how much detail to give. If there is
anything you have not already said it is too late now! The conclusion would then require a summation of the
various 'sub-conclusions'. But never overlook the intro. Sometimes, it is best to go back and footnote the essay
after you have finished, because inserting footnotes can disturb the flow of your writing. Are there alternative
points of view which will have to be considered and refuted in order to make this argument work?


